Supplementary Figure 1 | 2D raw particles and reference-free class averages of antibody images. a, Raw antibody particles after being Gaussian low pass filtered to 20 Å for a better view. Round shaped mask (diameter, 180 pixels) with Gaussian boundary (~20 pixels) applied. b, 80 reference-free class averages from a total of 11,373 particles. The number at the bottom left hand corner of each grid referred to the total number of particles that contributed to the average. The fuzzy domains were indicated by arrows. Bars: 100 Å. 
Supplementary Figure 2 | Single particle reconstructions of IgG antibody. Two groups of initial models were used to perform single particle reconstruction. a, Multi-model refinement results from initial models of antibody with three globular domains positioned at different relative F ab -F c -F ab angles. b, Multimodel refinement results from initial models of antibody represented by Gaussian ellipsoids with different noise ratio. c, crystal structure of mouse IgG2a (1IGT 1 ) in different views.
Supplementary Figure 3 | Resolution analysis on IPET 3D reconstruction
The resolution of IPET reconstruction was estimated by following three Fourier shell correlation (FSC) curves. The first FSC curved (black solid line) was computed from two 3D maps that were back-projected from two sets of aligned tilt images (with even and odd tilt order numbers). The second FSC curve (gray dashed line) was calculated from two 3D maps that were independently refined / reconstructed from two sets of original/unaligned tilt images (with even and odd tilt order numbers). The third FSC curve (gray line) was computed from the IPET reconstruction and the atomic density map which was calculated from the best fit PDB model.
Supplementary Figure 4 | Detailed procedures of the third representative IPET reconstruction.
Detailed IPET reconstruction of particle No. 3 was presented here. a, Seven representative tilted views of an individual IgG antibody particle shown in the first column (SNR: 0.28), followed by the corresponding projections of 3D reconstruction from major iterations (second to fifth columns), with the final result from each tilting angle shown in the last column. b, The finalized 3D reconstruction image (SNR: 1.49) of a targeted individual antibody eventually obtained after above process. c, 3D density map and pseudo structure. d, FSC curve of IPET reconstruction. e, Five snapshot images illustrated the ease of TMD simulation. Molecular Dynamic simulation was used to steer the three domains with a force calculated to match ultimately the three domain density maps in an aqueous environment. The scale bar was 50 Å.
Supplementary Figure 5 | Detailed procedures of the fourth representative IPET reconstruction.
Detailed IPET reconstruction of particle No. 4 was presented here. a, Seven representative tilted views of an individual IgG antibody particle shown in the first column (SNR: 0.16), followed by the corresponding projections of 3D reconstruction from major iterations (second to fifth columns), with the final result from each tilting angle shown in the last column. b, The finalized 3D reconstruction image (SNR: 1.31) of a targeted individual antibody eventually obtained after the above process. c, 3D density map and pseudo structure. d, FSC curve of IPET reconstruction. e, Five snapshot images illustrated the ease of TMD simulation. Molecular Dynamic simulation was used to steer the three domains with a force calculated to match ultimately the three domain density maps in an aqueous environment. The scale bar was 50 Å. Figure 6 | Detailed procedures of the fifth representative IPET reconstruction. Detailed IPET reconstruction of particle No. 5 was presented here. a, Seven representative tilted views of an individual IgG antibody particle shown in the first column (SNR: 0.15), followed by the corresponding projections of 3D reconstruction from major iterations (second to fifth columns), with the final result from each tilting angle shown in the last column. b, The finalized 3D reconstruction image (SNR: 1.55) of a targeted individual antibody eventually obtained after the above process. c, 3D density map and pseudo structure. d, FSC curve of IPET reconstruction. e, Five snapshot images illustrated the ease of TMD simulation. Molecular Dynamic simulation was used to steer the three domains with a force calculated to match ultimately the three domain density maps in an aqueous environment. The scale bar was 50 Å.
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Supplementary Figure 7 | Detailed procedures of the sixth representative IPET reconstruction.
Detailed IPET reconstruction of particle No. 6 was presented here. a, Seven representative tilted views of an individual IgG antibody particle shown in the first column (SNR: 0.23), followed by the corresponding projections of 3D reconstruction from major iterations (second to fifth columns), with the final result from each tilting angle shown in the last column. b, The finalized 3D reconstruction image (SNR: 1.73) of a targeted individual antibody eventually obtained after the above process. c, 3D density map and pseudo structure. d, FSC curve of IPET reconstruction. e, Five snapshot images illustrated the ease of TMD simulation. Molecular Dynamic simulation was used to steer the three domains with a force calculated to match ultimately the three domain density maps in an aqueous environment. The scale bar was 50 Å.
Supplementary Figure 8 | Detailed procedures of the seventh representative IPET reconstruction.
Detailed IPET reconstruction of particle No. 7 was presented here. a, Seven representative tilted views of an individual IgG antibody particle shown in the first column (SNR: 0.11), followed by the corresponding projections of 3D reconstruction from major iterations (second to fifth columns), with the final result from each tilting angle shown in the last column. b, The finalized 3D reconstruction image (SNR: 1.23) of a targeted individual antibody eventually obtained after the above process. c, 3D density map and pseudo structure. d, FSC curve of IPET reconstruction. e, Five snapshot images illustrated the ease of TMD simulation. Molecular Dynamic simulation was used to steer the three domains with a force calculated to match ultimately the three domain density maps in an aqueous environment. The scale bar was 50 Å.
Supplementary Figure 9 | Detailed procedures of the eighth representative IPET reconstruction.
Detailed IPET reconstruction of particle No. 8 was presented here. a, Seven representative tilted views of an individual IgG antibody particle shown in the first column (SNR: 0.13), followed by the corresponding projections of 3D reconstruction from major iterations (second to fifth columns), with the final result from each tilting angle shown in the last column. b, The finalized 3D reconstruction image (SNR: 1.35) of a targeted individual antibody eventually obtained after the above process. c, 3D density map and pseudo structure. d, FSC curve of IPET reconstruction. e, Five snapshot images illustrated the ease of TMD simulation. Molecular Dynamic simulation was used to steer the three domains with a force calculated to match ultimately the three domain density maps in an aqueous environment. The scale bar was 50 Å.
Supplementary Figure 10 | Detailed procedures of the ninth representative IPET reconstruction.
Detailed IPET reconstruction of particle No. 9 was presented here. a, Seven representative tilted views of an individual IgG antibody particle shown in the first column (SNR: 0.17), followed by the corresponding projections of 3D reconstruction from major iterations (second to fifth columns), with the final result from each tilting angle shown in the last column. b, The finalized 3D reconstruction image (SNR: 1.42) of a targeted individual antibody eventually obtained after the above process. c, 3D density map and pseudo structure. d, FSC curve of IPET reconstruction. e, Five snapshot images illustrated the ease of TMD simulation. Molecular Dynamic simulation was used to steer the three domains with a force calculated to match ultimately the three domain density maps in an aqueous environment. The scale bar was 50 Å.
Supplementary Figure 11 | Detailed procedures of the tenth representative IPET reconstruction.
Detailed IPET reconstruction of particle No. 10 was presented here. a, Seven representative tilted views of an individual IgG antibody particle shown in the first column (SNR: 0.26), followed by the corresponding projections of 3D reconstruction from major iterations (second to fifth columns), with the final result from each tilting angle shown in the last column. b, The finalized 3D reconstruction image (SNR: 1.56) of a targeted individual antibody eventually obtained after the above process. c, 3D density map and pseudo structure. d, FSC curve of IPET reconstruction. e, Five snapshot images illustrated the ease of TMD simulation. Molecular Dynamic simulation was used to steer the three domains with a force calculated to match ultimately the three domain density maps in an aqueous environment. The scale bar was 50 Å.
Supplementary Figure 12 | Detailed procedures of the eleventh representative IPET reconstruction.
Detailed IPET reconstruction of particle No. 11 was presented here. a, Seven representative tilted views of an individual IgG antibody particle shown in the first column (SNR: 0.18), followed by the corresponding projections of 3D reconstruction from major iterations (second to fifth columns), with the final result from each tilting angle shown in the last column. b, The finalized 3D reconstruction image (SNR: 1.45) of a targeted individual antibody eventually obtained after the above process. c, 3D density map and pseudo structure. d, FSC curve of IPET reconstruction. e, Five snapshot images illustrated the ease of TMD simulation. Molecular Dynamic simulation was used to steer the three domains with a force calculated to match ultimately the three domain density maps in an aqueous environment. The scale bar was 50 Å.
Supplementary Figure 13 | Detailed procedures of the twelfth representative IPET reconstruction.
Detailed IPET reconstruction of particle No. 12 was presented here. a, Seven representative tilted views of an individual IgG antibody particle shown in the first column (SNR: 0.24), followed by the corresponding projections of 3D reconstruction from major iterations (second to fifth columns), with the final result from each tilting angle shown in the last column. b, The finalized 3D reconstruction image (SNR: 1.84) of a targeted individual antibody eventually obtained after the above process. c, 3D density map and pseudo structure. d, FSC curve of IPET reconstruction. e, Five snapshot images illustrated the ease of TMD simulation. Molecular Dynamic simulation was used to steer the three domains with a force calculated to match ultimately the three domain density maps in an aqueous environment. The scale bar was 50 Å. Figure 14 | Detailed procedures of the thirteenth representative IPET reconstruction. Detailed IPET reconstruction of particle No. 120 was presented here. a, Seven representative tilted views of an individual IgG antibody particle shown in the first column (SNR: 0.26), followed by the corresponding projections of 3D reconstruction from major iterations (second to fifth columns), with the final result from each tilting angle shown in the last column. b, The finalized 3D reconstruction image (SNR: 1.50) of a targeted individual antibody eventually obtained after the above process. c, 3D density map and pseudo structure. d, FSC curve of IPET reconstruction. e, Five snapshot images illustrated the ease of TMD simulation. Molecular Dynamic simulation was used to steer the three domains with a force calculated to match ultimately the three domain density maps in an aqueous environment. The scale bar was 50 Å. Figure 15 | Averaging the density maps of 120 3D density maps of IgG1 antibody. As a single-particle electron tomography method, all 120 IPET 3D density maps were aligned and averaged. The averaged map showed fuzzy domains as similar to those from the 2D class averages and single-particle reconstructions. All density maps were shifted and rotated with respect to the respective domain/linker positions described by vector map in a, and averaged. 
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